
By far, the greatest danger of AI 

is that people conclude too early that they understand it!

ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE
E S S E N T I A L  A I  F O R  E V E R Y O N E

2022 avant-garde authoritative program!

Most subscribed at Ivy Leagues.

Piyush Sharma

Ride the Wave...
of AI Transformation!

A Technology-Business-People Playbook!
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About Us
Garranto Academy, established in 2016, is a Singapore-

based Ed-Tech company providing Skill-development

trainings across Asia. As a trusted training partner in

the Asia Pacific region, we nurture, coach, train and

build skills to achieve career goals. Our courses and

trainings provide a holistic learning experience with

world-class subject matter experts.

We, at Garranto, are happy to share the much-awaited

Singapore launch of the globally recognised
signature program on AI for everyone. 

The Program
The program is an avant-garde, Ivy-League
certificate-awarding program. It is a foundation

course for everyone seeking AI fluency and is certified

by Institute of Banking and Finance, Singapore.

The state-of-the-art curriculum design offers an

optimum mix of theory and practice – AI in action -
through curated, interactive, in-class, live discussions.
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Immersive 
Delivery Model
The collaborative and interactive success program takes place across live

sessions, small-peer group discussions and additional 'enabled' self-paced

learning through curated resource support. Further the program could

leverage an extensive network of AI mentors to help you contextualize and

apply your learning. Collaborative learning is an integral part of this

exclusive experience.

Pre-requirements
The program does not require any programming or computer science

expertise and is designed to introduce the basics of AI to anyone whether

you have a technical background or not.
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Who is this course for?

Anyone interested in developing

an understanding of AI, its

applications and the ways to

harness it for business impact,

and transformational project(s).

Decision-makers, leaders, and

individual contributors

at large companies and start-ups,

working in tech or in non-IT

functions/divisions (such as finance,

marketing, sales, HR, product design)

have all benefited from the program

in the past.

Participants in the programs around

the world have included school-going

children on the one hand and top C-

suite leaders on the other – all

benefiting from what AI could do for

them.
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Course Content
Engaging, cutting-edge, interactive content with

simulation, role-plays, peer-learning and individual live

project development. 

1.The Technology Playbook

Understanding AI concepts. Key components. Data. Computational Systems. Algorithms.

Deep-dive AI. Key Prerequisites – Programming,Python, Math and Statistics concepts.

Key Terminology. Types of AI. How AI works. AI tools for personal use. AI vs ML vs DL.

Computer Vision. Robotics. 

Deep-dive Machine Learning (ML). Principles of ML. Supervised. Unsupervised.

Reinforcement. Steps of ML. ML Model. Classification. Regression. How does ML work?

ML Software tools. 

Deep Dive - Deep Learning. Structured, unstructured data. Cognitive Computing.

Natural Language Processing. Computer Vision. Input, Hidden and Output Layers. Neural

Networks. Convolutional CNN. Recurrent RNN. Generative Adversarial. GAN. Deep Belief

DBN. 

AI applications across Industries and use cases. Finance – Wealth, Robo-advisory,

Insurance, Fraud detection, Banking, Lending, Operations, Customer Service. Personal

Finance. Use cases – Bridgewater Associates, Black Rock, Goldman Sachs, Wells Fargo,

Deutsche Bank), MasterCard, JP Morgan, Bank of America; Robotic Process Automation,

Predictive Banking, Audit & compliance.
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Course Content
2. The Business Playbook

AI models. Implementing AI projects. AI adoption.  Investments. Revenue. ROI.
Emergence. Adoption. Dispersion. Plan for AI Adoption. Information Architecture.

Strategic enterprise-level AI vision. Issues with implementing AI. Managing end-to-end

lifecycle of AI. Scope. Understand. Build. Run. Manage. AI Model Lifecycle Management.

Managing an AI model post-production. Issues with building own AI solutions. Reasons

for AI project failure. Examples of AI failures.

The state of AI. Latest trends. Top takeaways trends. Global and Singapore AI vibrancy

tool. Predictions. State of AI in charts. Economy. R&D. AI education. Ethics. Diversity. AI

policy and National strategies. Singapore Individual metrics performance. AI market

forecasts. Current AI adoption in business forecasts. AI from consumers’ perspective.

Stats on humans losing jobs to machines. AI challenges stats. 

AI for business leadership and business transformation. AI Strategy. Matching AI

capabilities to business goals. Digitization. Exponential innovation. Business Leadership.

AI tech architecture. Essential components of AI Factory. AI impact. The new rules.

Leadership imperatives. AI – from tool to business transformation. Principles of AI

transformation. Industries most suitable for AI transformation. Obstacles to AI

transformation. Use Case – Ant Financial. Big Tech AI forays. Google, Facebook, Apple,

Amazon, Microsoft. Custom AI developments. Applying AI for a business scenario.

Lessons learnt while working with AI/ML customers. AI in action – Building a live project.
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Course Content
3. The People Playbook

Ethics in AI. Responsible AI. Ethical Dilemmas. AI Act. The European Approach. Amazon’s

sexist recruitment AI. Promise and perils of AI. Types of ML Biases. Satya Nadella’s laws.

AI And Privacy. IRAC. Impact of Bias in AI. Accelerating responsible AI. Ethical AI

Principles. Killer robots. Future of technology governance. Equity, privacy, accountability,

transparency, social impact. 

Singapore’s AI ecosystem. Ways to get involved. National AI projects. Organisations.

Transforming your business with AI. Singapore’s AI ecosystem. AI policy and Singapore

National AI Strategy.Smart Nation and Digital Government Office. SNDGO. AI Singapore

Makerspace. AI Singapore 100 Experiments. SG Innovate. 5 national AI

projects.Singapore AI research funding. Two Mega new AI projects. National AI program

in Finance. AIDA AI and Data Analytics Grant. Careers. Links. Various Job Roles. Skills

needed. AI Centre for Education Technologies. Top AI jobs. Top companies hiring in AI.

Non-tech skills for AI. Top AI companies. Top AI Financial services startups. How to grow

AI talent. 

Future of AI. Top AI future trends. AI and the future of work. The AI race, investments,

revenue. AI patents. AI future. Industries on brin of AI revolution. Assessment.

Bonus module of excellently curated collection of reading materials (articles, blogs,

books, reports, white papers - Harvard, Stanford, Insead, Wharton); watching materials

(webinars, videos - World’s best AI thinkers, experts and Hollywood clips); listening
materials (podcasts of SMEs); institutions/organisations worth exploring: and testing AI

readiness through a research tool, a diagnostic tool, and a benchmark tool.
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Course Modules



The AI Age
"AI is the new electricity"

AI-first firms quickly overtake
traditional ones. AI-fluent
executives get recruited more
often and command higher
salaries.

77 per cent of the devices used today have some sort of AI-

enabled feature. The global market is projected at USD120 billion

by 2025.  A post-pandemic world only accelerates that demand.

AI is both a challenge and an opportunity.  
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Remember!
AI is not magic. AI is not rocket science either.

Those who harnessed the power of electricity and automation ruled

the first half of the last century. Those who harnessed the power of

computing and the internet ruled the second half of the last century

and early 21st century.

The leaders of tomorrow will

be people who understand

what AI could do for them

and not necessarily be those

wearing AI techies' hats. 



Learning Goals
AI combined with increased connectivity,

computing and data is the kosher game-changer.

Now is the right time to board the AI bus.

By the end of this program, the following specific objectives and learning

outcomes will be achieved:

1.to demystifying AI for participants to use as the essential tool for business

growth and decision making; 

2.to expose participants to different approaches, support tools, and analytical

methods for ‘AI-first’ decision making.
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Meet the
Faculty
UCLA | Stanford | IIT | ISB

Professor | Thought-Leader | TEDx speaker 

Global CEO | Board-member | C-suite advisor

The program is delivered by the awarded global AI leader,

celebrated speaker, and top influencer who is an internationally-

renowned internet and technology authority. He is additionally

acknowledged as a top-rated academic and trainer (over 10,000

people trained), invited to contribute to Forbes and Fortune on

digital disruptions, and often featured in global media. He reads,

writes, speaks, and consults on all things AI.

https://twitter.com/coachpiyush
https://www.linkedin.com/in/piyush01/
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This programme has been accredited under the IBF Standards and is
eligible for funding under the IBF Standards Training Scheme (IBF-STS),
subject to all eligibility criteria being met. As the course fee subsidy
quantum varies depending on the commencement date of the
programme, please check our website www.ibf.org.sg.

https://academy.garranto.com/No-to-Yes-Negotiate-to-Win--Skills,-Techniques-and-Mastery-Schedule/28

